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OVER THE LAST FEW

years, the idea of a
“European Research
Area” (ERA) has gained
strong support among
science policy makers
and, increasingly, among
scientists themselves.

The goal of the ERA is to establish a single
“market” for research on our continent,
allowing for better co-ordination of research
efforts, synergies between projects, the
achievement of “critical mass” (both human
and financial) and thus to strengthen the
competitiveness of European research.
These goals necessitate deep structural
changes in the way science is organised,
breaking up existing borderlines and barriers
between national research systems in
Europe.

Behind the ERA concept are strong driv-
ers, as expressed not least in the now famous
Conclusions from the pivotal European
Council meeting in Lisbon (March 2000)
and the European Council meeting two years
later in Barcelona, firstly setting out very
ambitious aims for Europe’s further devel-
opment towards becoming the world’s most
dynamic knowledge-based economy by the
year 2010 and secondly recommending an
increase in research spending in Europe by
50 % over the same period of time. These
decisions have catapulted research policies
to the centre stage of the European political
discourse, both at the national level and in
the context of the European Union.

While there is thus a strong political
imperative behind the changes in European
research and the goals seem clear, much dis-
cussion takes place over the way to realise
the ERA. Indeed questions abound: What
can we do to tackle the imminent recruit-
ment crisis for European science and tech-
nology personnel? How can we increase the
mobility of scientists in a way that enables
attractive career perspectives and takes
account of social issues and other legitimate
concerns? How should the relationship be
between fundamental, researcher-driven
research and targeted research and technolo-
gy development? To what extent should the
public finance research – to what extent
industry? How can we – at the European
level – best support the pursuit of excellence
as the primary driver for improving overall

research performance? Are the current deci-
sion-making processes and structures ade-
quate to support research at the European
level? How do we best deal with research
infrastructures in Europe? How do we co-
ordinate decisions on new facilities in a way
which makes sense to the scientific commu-
nity and to society which pays for them?
Clearly, these issues are very complex and
challenging.

RRESPONDINGESPONDING TOTO THETHE CHALLENGECHALLENGE
Dealing with the challenges ahead of us and
offering our experience and expertise in the
common effort to forge a successful ERA is
the background for the establishment of a
close collaboration, under the name of
EIROforum, among Europe’s leading inter-
governmental research organisations: the
European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN), the European Fusion
Development Agreement (EFDA), the
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), the European Space Agency
(ESA), the European Southern Observatory
(ESO), the European Synchrotron radiation
Facility (ESRF), and the Institut Laue-
Langevin (ILL). Between them they cover a
wide spectrum of scientific disciplines –
from particle physics, astronomy and space
research to molecular biology, materials sci-
ence and neutron research. Each of them
operates major research infrastructures for
their respective scientific communities, most
of which are highly organised. Within their
disciplines, they had created their own
European Research Areas long before the
term was coined. These organisations repre-
sent a particular operating model, owned by
their member-states, belonging to their sci-
entific communities and with a European
remit. At the same time, they
represent “European success
stories” having provided facili-
ties and a working environment
in which European scientists
could develop and reach the
highest standards amidst strong
international competition. Given
the overall problems regarding
European scientific and techno-
logical competitiveness, this is a
noteworthy achievement of
which these organisations and
European science can be proud.

A A FORUMFORUM FORFOR EXCHANGEEXCHANGE
The added value of the EIROforum collabo-
ration lies in synergies between their indi-
vidual activities – both at the technical level
and concerning other areas, such as out-
reach, human resources and science policy –
cross-fertilization through interdisciplinarity
and the sharing of resources and ideas.
Significantly, the EIROforum partnership
represents an annual research investment in
Europe of almost the same size as that of the
European Union’s Framework Programme.
By working together, the partner organisa-
tions therefore achieve a higher visibility
and considerably increased attention from
science policy makers, raising the possibili-
ty for engaging in fruitful dialogue on mat-
ters of crucial importance to the long-term
future of our Continent.

The EIROforum Council is comprised
of the Directors General (or equivalent) of
the partner organisations. Currently, the
chair is held by EFDA, but rotates every
July. The next period will be presided over
by ESA. The Council is supported by a Co-
ordination Group with senior staff members
from the partners constituting the opera-
tional interface between the member organi-
sations. A series of thematic working groups
and ad-hoc teams complement the Council
and the Co-ordination Group, dealing with a
wide range of practical topics.

A A PLAPLATFORMTFORM
FORFOR JOINTJOINT PROJECTSPROJECTS

Most, but not all, activities that are organ-
ised within the EIROforum frame involve all
the member organisations. Among the most
visible examples are a series of successful
outreach activities targeting secondary
school pupils. The programmes, carried out
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in collaboration with the European
Commission, have included ‘Life in the
Universe’, ‘Sci-tech/Couldn’t be without it!’
(dealing with links between basic science
and technology). A new programme,
‘Einstein’s Magic City Contest’ is under
development for possible implementation
during the Year of Physics in 2005.

A longer-term, Europe-wide activity tar-
geting science teachers, has also been organ-
ised by the EIROforum. This programme
was so far known under the name ‘Physics
on Stage’ and has involved many thousands
of teachers since it commenced in the year
2000. From 2006, the programme will
change name to ‘Science on Stage’ to reflect
the wider range of disciplines to be covered
and an increased focus on interdisciplinarity. 

While our organisations are of course
devoted to front-line research, the engage-
ment in educational activities is based on
very worrying trends as regards the future
recruitment of talented young people to sci-
ence. For example, a recent survey showed a
decline of 17 % in physics graduates over
the period 1997/98–2001/2002.

None of these activities could have been
carried out by the individual EIROforum
organisations. Yet by working together and
joining forces with some of Europe’s most
innovative and enthusiastic science teachers
– and with substantial financial support by
the European Commission – it has been pos-
sible to carry out activities of sufficient scale
and visibility. Starting as ad-hoc activities,
they have developed into a coherent, long-
term programme aiming to reverse the seri-
ous drop in numbers of young people who
declare themselves ready to pursue studies
and careers and science (particularly in
physics). 

Scientific and technical collaboration is,
by its very nature, more specialised and
tends to involve clusters of organisations,
rather than the whole group. Accordingly,

EMBL, ESRF and ILL have established a
Partnership for Structural Biology (PSB),
whereas the collaboration between CERN,
ESA and ESO is based on our traditional
close links. Thematic Working Groups in
detector development and Grid technologies
are investigating possibilities for joint activ-
ities and has held first workshops. Other
areas where cooperation may prove to be of
great benefit are technology transfer and
issues relating to human resources.

A A VOICEVOICE ININ THETHE
SCIENCESCIENCE POLICYPOLICY DEBADEBATETE

On the background of the ERA develop-
ment, science policy issues are clearly of
high priority to the EIROforum. A series of
briefings in the European Parliament, as
well as frequent meetings and consultations
with high representatives of the European
Commission has enabled a fruitful dialogue
with key decision makers. This dialogue has
been reinforced by a Statement of Intent
between the EIROforum partners and the
European Commission, in which both par-
ties pledge to cooperate towards the devel-

opment of the ERA. The statement was
signed by the Directors General of the
organisations and the European
Commissioner for Research, Philippe
Busquin, in October last year. Among the
current science policy issues we find the
debate about the character and operational
aspects of the new European Research
Council, the preparation for the 7th EU
Framework Programme and the long-term
implications of the legal base for research as
implied by the proposed Constitutional
Treaty.

FFORGINGORGING THETHE ERAERA
EIROforum is a child of the ERA, both with
respect to its remit and regarding the partic-
ular time in which it was created. Together
with its partners, ESO played a crucial role
in its formation, not the least during its first
tenure as EIROforum Chair (2001). The
original team, the ESO DG assisted by Peter
Quinn and Richard West, helped to shape the
collaboration and prepare it for the chal-
lenges posed by the emerging European
Research Area. 

When, on 12 November 2002, the col-
laboration was sealed with the official sign-
ing of the EIROforum Charter at the Palais
du Heysel, Commissioner Busquin, who
attended the ceremony, stated that “The
establishment of EIROforum is a concrete
example of the dynamic created by the
European Research Area. Europe has
unquestioned excellence in science. By
working together, Europe’s leading research
organisations can make that more visible on
the European and world stage.” 

In this sense, ESO’s continued engage-
ment in the EIROforum collaboration both
provides a window for European astronomy
and supports a partnership whose common
expertise and experience constitutes a great
asset as the European research landscape is
re-modelled.

Further information is given at the
EIROforum website: www.eiroforum.org.
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The signing of the EIROforum Charter in Brussels on the 12th of November 2002.

The EIROforum
information
stand at the
2002 FP-6
Launch
Conference in
Brussels.

                        


